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ABSTRACT
Natural looking lip animation, synchronized with incoming
speech, is essential for realistic character animation. In this
work, we evaluate the performance of phone and viseme
based acoustic units, with and without context information,
for generating realistic lip synchronization using HMM
based recognition systems. We conclude via objective
evaluations that utilization of viseme based units with
context information outperforms the other methods.
Index Terms— Lip animation, Hidden Markov Models,
character animation, viseme recognition, lip synchronization
1. INTRODUCTION
Natural looking lip animation is a very important and
challenging problem for realistic character animation in
computer graphics. Humans are very sensitive to the
slightest glitch in the animation of the human face.
Therefore, it is necessary to achieve realistic lip animation,
which is synchronous with a given speech utterance.
There are methods in the literature for achieving lip
synchronization based on audio-visual systems that correlate
video frames with acoustic features of speech [1]. A major
drawback of such systems is the scarce source of audiovisual data for training. Other methods use text-to-speech
synthesis, which utilize a phonetic context to generate both
speech and the corresponding lip animation [2], [3], [4], [5].
However, current speech synthesis systems sound slightly
robotic, and adding natural intonation requires more
research. If the lip synchronization is generated using speech
uttered by a real person, the animation will be perceived to
be more natural. In such systems, a phonetic sequence can
be estimated directly from the input speech signal using
speech recognition techniques [6], [7], [8].
This paper focuses on the limited problem of
automatically generating phonetic sequences from prerecorded speech for lip animation. The generated phonetic
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sequence is then mapped to a viseme sequence before
animating the lips of a 3D head model, which is built from
photographs of a person [9]. Note that, a viseme is the
corresponding lip posture for a phoneme, i.e. visual
phoneme.
In this work, we experimentally compare four different
acoustic units within HMM structures for generating the
viseme sequence to be used for synchronized lip animation.
These acoustic units are namely phone, tri-phone, viseme
and tri-viseme based units. First, we define a viseme set and
the associated lip shapes. Then, we present a viseme
sequence generation method, which uses an HMM trained
using viseme based acoustic units. The viseme based HMM
is easier to train and also gives smaller number of classes
with respect to the phone-based HMM method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the details of the HMM structures for each acoustic unit
are given. In Section 3, training of the HMMs is explained
and objective test results for lip animation are provided.
Finally, conclusions are discussed in Section 4.
2. SPEECH DRIVEN VISEME RECOGNITION
Our lip animation method is based on 16 distinct viseme
classes as defined in Table 1. After the generation of the 3D
head model [9], a graphic artist defines the mouth shapes for
the 16 visemes using a graphical user interface. Sample
visemes corresponding to various phoneme classes are
shown in Figure 1. Since speech has both an auditory and a
visual component [10], it is very important that the
definitions of visemes are done accurately. These mouth
shapes (visemes) are properly interpolated (smoothed)
during the actual animation.
In order to synthesize viseme sequences, it is possible to
construct HMM models using different parameters and
language models. In this work, we compare four different
HMM structures, which are described below. The phone
based and tri-phone based HMM structures try to recognize
the phoneme sequence from a given speech utterance. Then

the recognized phoneme is mapped to one of the 16 viseme
classes as shown in Table 1. On the other hand, the viseme
and tri-viseme HMM structures try to recognize the viseme
classes directly from speech.

overcome this problem, we need to generate contextdependent HMM models.
TABLE 1

PHONEME TO VISEME MAPPING
Viseme
Classes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Figure 1. Example visemes for phoneme classes given in
Table 1.
2.1. Phone Based Acoustic Units
A phone is the basic acoustic speech unit. We use the TIMIT
speech database [12], which has 46 defined phonemes for
American English. Therefore, we need to train 46 phone
based HMM models. This set of HMM models and a phonelevel grammar model are used to extract speech-synchronous
phone sequences.
Since the output phone sequence is mapped into a
viseme sequence, phone boundaries coincide with viseme
boundaries. Recognizing the phonemes individually, without
taking its neighboring phonemes into consideration is error
prone. Therefore, this method is not satisfactory for
animations where the context of a phoneme is important. To

Timit
Phoneset
pau
ay, ah
ey, eh, ae
er
ix, iy, ih, ax,
axr,y
uw, uh, w
ao, aa, oy, ow
aw
g, hh, k, ng
r
l, d, n, en, el, t
s, z
ch, sh, jh, zh
th, dh
f, v
m, em, b, p

Examples
bite, but
bait, bet, bat
bird
debit, beet, bit, about, butter,
yacht
boot, book, way
bought, bott, boy, boat
bout
gay, hay, key, sing
ray
lay, day, noon, button, bottle, tea
sea, zone
choke, she, joke, azure
thin, then
fin, van
mom, bottom, bee, pea

Hence, we used tri-phone based HMM structures to
generate context-dependent models. A tri-phone is a
phoneme with left and right context (left phoneme –
phoneme + right phoneme). Given a set of phone HMMs, it
is possible to create context-dependent tri-phone HMMs.
The total number of tri-phones in the TIMIT dictionary is
11076. Since it is very difficult to obtain sufficient data for
training thousands of HMMs, we use a decision-tree based
state tying strategy for sharing data and achieving robust
parameter estimates.
State tying, meaning HMM states with similar phone
contexts share the same set of parameters, decreases the
number of parameters to be trained. We use the decision tree
model that attempts to find those contexts, which make the
largest difference to the acoustics for distinguishing the
clusters. In the decision tree, we define 202 questions
conveying left and right contexts, also phonetic
classifications such as stops, fricatives, vowels etc.
2.2. Viseme Based Acoustic Units
For lip animation, it is not crucial to recognize the exact
phonemes composing the speech. It is sufficient to recognize
the visual components, i.e. visemes. We aim to obtain
acceptable viseme sequences comparable to phone-based
method by narrowing the set of acoustic units to 16 viseme
classes.
However, we do not have viseme-labeled ground truth
data for training the HMM models. Therefore, in order to
convert phoneme-labeled ground truth data to viseme
labeled ground truth data, we map the phonetic

transcriptions to their corresponding viseme classes as
defined in Table 1.
Viseme based HMM models have been previously
studied [11], [15]. Different from the work of Dongmei et.
al. [11], for training the viseme HMM models, we increase
the number of Gaussian mixtures to 30 with the purpose of
improving the viseme recognition rate. The number 30 is
estimated by observing the plot given in Figure 2, which
shows the number of Gaussian mixtures versus the viseme
recognition rate.

Figure 2. The plot of number of Gaussian mixtures versus
viseme HMM recognition rates.
We also evaluated the tri-viseme based acoustic units.
Analogous to a tri-phone, a tri-viseme is also a contextdependent structure: a viseme with left and right context
makes a tri-viseme. The total number of tri-visemes for
English ( i. e. existing in the TIMIT database) is 1941.
As in the tri-phone case, we employ the state tying
approach based on a decision-tree with 72 questions, to
overcome the problem of scarce training data. Also, as in the
viseme HMM case, we increase the number mixtures to 6 for
the tri-viseme HMM models to achieve better recognition
rates. Since, a tri-viseme is a context-dependent structure,
we expect more realistic lip animation results than the
viseme based method.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use the TIMIT speech corpus [12] to build speakerindependent HMM models and to generate appropriate
language models corresponding to each model unit.
Supervised training of the hidden Markov models are
performed over the labeled TIMIT speech corpus. In the
TIMIT database, there are 630 female and male speakers;
each of which has 10 utterances, where two of them are the
same for all speakers. We exclude these identical utterances
both from training and test sets so that no utterance appears

in both groups. Since we want to train speaker independent
HMMs, we include 462 speakers for training, resulting in
3696 phonetically balanced utterances. TIMIT speech
recordings have a sampling rate of 16 kHz and we use 100
frames per second to analyze the audio. Each utterance is
analyzed over 25 ms windows with 10 ms frame shifts.
3.1 Training the Hidden Markov Models
We utilize HTK 3.1 to build and manipulate the hidden
Markov models [13]. We model each phoneme or viseme
using a five-state HMM with three emitting states. We use
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) to
parameterize the speech signals. Each acoustic observation
consists 12 MFCCs, the energy term, and the corresponding
delta and acceleration coefficients resulting a total feature
length of 39. During parameterization, we also employ the
cepstral mean normalization (CMN) technique that
compensates for long-term spectral effects such as those
caused by different microphones and audio channels.
The training of HMMs is an incremental process. We
first train the 46 phone HMMs using the available phonetic
transcriptions for the utterances. Then, we generate contextdependent models for tri-phones from the phone-based
models.
The TIMIT phonetic transcriptions are mapped to
viseme transcriptions using Table 1. Afterwards, we
generate HMM models for the context-dependent tri-viseme
HMM models using the viseme-based HMM models.
Our system is speaker-independent and no phonetic
transcription of the input speech signal is needed for viseme
generation. In order to test the proposed viseme generation
approaches described in the previous section, we use the test
groups of the TIMIT speech corpus consisting of 168
speakers, who are different from the training group speakers.
This gives us a total of 1334 test utterances.
3.2 Objective Evaluations
Recognition results are objectively evaluated in terms of
viseme recognition rates, using HTK’s performance analysis
tool. Recognized phone, tri-phone, viseme and tri-viseme
sequences are mapped to the corresponding viseme
sequences. The recognition rate of the system is defined as
the ratio of correctly recognized viseme labels (matching
viseme labels in both ground truth and recognized
sequences) to total number of viseme labels. The correctly
recognized viseme label rates for the four strategies are
summarized in Table 2 given below.
We can observe that the recognition rate of the triviseme based HMM method is the highest, which is
followed closely by the tri-phone based HMM method.
The results of the lip synchronization can be viewed
using a user interface shown in Figure 3, which is also
available at our web site [16]. We are currently planning a

set of subjective evaluation tests for the described HMM
approaches.
TABLE 2
VISEME RECOGNITION RATES FOR PHONE, TRI-PHONE, VISEME
AND TRI-VISEME HMM MODELS

Method

Recognition Rate

Phone HMM
Tri-phone HMM
Viseme HMM
Tri-viseme HMM

68.36 %
78.75 %
73.01 %
79.49 %
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Figure 3. The 3D graphical user interface used for viewing
the lip synchronization results.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We compared four different HMM structures for realistic lip
animation given a speech file as the only input. The
performances of the phone, tri-phone, viseme and tri-viseme
acoustic units are considered for HMM based viseme
recognition. Based on the objective viseme recognition
rates, we conclude that the tri-viseme based HMM structure
outperforms the other structures.
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